
In the next few minutes, we will look at different types of  citizen science projects so we see the wide range 

of  activities that fall into the topic of  citizen science. The overview will take us through different areas of  

science (domains), use of  technology, and who is running the activity. You can find this overview in the 

additional reading for the class
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Let’s start by looking at some of  the areas where citizen science continue to be part of  the scientific 

activities of  an area, but changed with technology and participation. Here are some examples from three of  

the areas where citizen science continued. 
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Ecological observations (also called biological observations in the UK) , with people reporting seeing plants 

and animals is a very long running activity. There are many such projects – a review in 2012 identified over 

230 proejcts in the UK. A good example for this is a Big Garden Birdwatch – a mass participation project 

run by the Royal Society for the Protection of  Birds (RSPB) and engaging over half  a million people to 

spend one hour, on a weekend, at the end of  January, looking to the garden and reporting on the birds that 

they see. “A long-running citizen science project, the strengths of  Big Garden Birdwatch are

more obvious on engagement and communication aspects than they are on science. This activity involves an 

extremely large number of  people, many of  whom would not class themselves as

birdwatchers but are encouraged to watch the familiar birds in their garden for an hour. This raises 

awareness and, through this engagement, allows the RSPB to build more support for conservation.

The release of  the results to the media provides the RSPB with its largest media story each year – thereby 

reaching more people.” (Dr Mark Eaton, RSPB)
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The next group of  projects that we will look at are part of  a term from Francois Gray in 2009, defining 

citizen cyberscience as an activity that completely rely on the use of  the internet and computing devices. 

Citizen cyberscience could not take place without the internet and therefore it is new. 
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Volunteer thinking is when people participate in a project that send them information over the internet and 

ask them to classify, or annotate it. Here is an example from Zooniverse, the largest collection of  such 

projects which started with Galaxy Zoo (a project in astronomy) and continue to project like this one, 

Snapshot Serengeti, in which scientists are sharing images from movement sensitive camera (known as 

Camera trap) and then ask volunteers to classify which animal was seen in the image, or any other interesting 

detail. 
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The final part of  the tour will look at projects where participants have a wider role in shaping the project. 

The projects that we looked at so far are led by scientists who are setting the details of  the project and then 

ask people to join in. The set of  projects that fall under community science have an increasing role for the 

participants. 
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Another version of  DIY science is called civic science – it is when the activities are explicitly linked to 

community goals and questions the state of  things. While some DIY science is done from such a perspective 

(e.g. Breen et al. 2015), civic science can also include work with indigenous communities in the use of  

smartphones to record community resources and other local features, even when the participants are non-

literate (Stevens et al. 2014). The Public Lab of  Open Technology and Science is an organisation that 

develops DIY tools that can aim to assist communities in issues of  environmental justice, when a specific 

community is experiencing more environmental pollution then other places. 
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According to scopus, there are now over 550 papers in leading academic journals. Google scholar, which 

includes a wider range of  papers, identified over 6100 papers in 2017, 5190 in 2015, 1450 in 2010, 748 in 

2007, and only 525 in 2005. We’re seeing a very rapid increase in the use of  the term by researchers and in 

publication of  scientific papers in this area
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When looking at google trends, we can see that in terms of  search volume, the term is being recognised and 

people are searching for it. Predictive text also tell use what type of  things people are searching for… 
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Attention to citizen science is also growing in the media and across newspapers – from the local to global 

news outlet. In 2017, there where 500 references to citizen science in the UK, including MailOnline, the 

Guardian, the Independent, the Times, and many other places – over 190 media outlets 
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Now, with all the examples, we can look at an official definition of  citizen science. Notice in the definition 

the use the “often in collaboration or under the direction of  professional scientists” – most of  the examples 

that we’ve seen are indeed focus on projects that are led by scientists. It does give scope for the project that 

are created by the public. The second part is talking both about scientists in definition (a) and about 

members of  the public in definition (b). We will talk about these differences later in the course. 
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